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Abstract

Spoken dialogue systems can be considered knowledge-based systems designed to interact with users using speech in order to provide

information or carry out simple tasks. Current systems are restricted to well-known domains that provide knowledge about the words and

sentences the users will likely utter. Basically, these systems rely on an input interface comprised of speech recogniser and semantic analyser, a

dialogue manager, and an output interface comprised of response generator and speech synthesiser. As an attempt to enhance the performance of

the input interface, this paper proposes a technique based on a new type of speech recogniser comprised of two modules. The first one is a standard

speech recogniser that receives the sentence uttered by the user and generates a graph of words. The second module analyses the graph and

produces the recognised sentence using the context knowledge provided by the current prompt of the system. We evaluated the performance of

two input interfaces working in a previously developed dialogue system: the original interface of the system and a new one that features the

proposed technique. The experimental results show that when the sentences uttered by the users are out-of-context analysed by the new interface,

the word accuracy and sentence understanding rates increase by 93.71 and 77.42% absolute, respectively, regarding the original interface. The

price to pay for this clear enhancement is a little reduction in the scores when the new interface analyses sentences in-context, as they decrease by

2.05 and 3.41% absolute, respectively, in comparison with the original interface. Given that in real dialogues sentences may be out-of-context

analysed, specially when they are uttered by inexperienced users, the technique can be very useful to enhance the system performance.

q 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Spoken dialogue systems can be considered knowledge-

based systems developed to interact with users using speech

in order to provide information or carry out a variety of

simple tasks, such as travel information [14,26], language

learning [7], car-driver assistance [2,4], weather information

[20,31,34] and automatic call-routing [8,12], among others.

Given that language is the most natural and efficient

communication means for people, dialogue systems are

developed to facilitate carrying out these tasks automati-

cally, using eyes- and hands-free devices such as micro-

phones and telephones. The initial systems were very limited
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regarding the user sentences and the types of task to carry

out. However, the evolution of automatic speech recognition

(ASR) and speech synthesis technologies in the last three

decades has led to the development of sophisticated systems

usable in real world conditions. Current systems offer a

large potential for automation and increased functionality

for telephone-based applications, allowing that users can talk

more naturally, similarly as if they were talking to a human

operator. Fig. 1 shows the typical structure of a current

spoken dialogue system [19,21,23]. It is basically comprised

of an input interface (speech recogniser and semantic

analyser), an output interface (response generator and speech

synthesiser), a dialogue manager between both interfaces,

and some additional modules that provide knowledge to the

previous modules.

The speech recogniser carries out the ASR process, i.e.

receives the voice signal from the sentence uttered by the user

and transforms it to a recognised sentence [3,29]. To do so, it

uses acoustic models (AM) properly trained from a speech

database, language models (LM) that determine the possible
Knowledge-Based Systems 19 (2006) 153–163
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Fig. 1. Typical module structure of a spoken dialogue system.
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sequences of words (sentences) and a Dictionary that contains

all the possible words that can be recognised.

The semantic analyser finds out the meaning conveyed by

the recognised sentences taking into account a set of semantic

rules (SR) that map the syntactic and/or semantic structures

found in the sentences to meaning representations, which are

typically stored in the system memory in the form of semantic

frames [1,5,6]. The work presented in this paper is concerned

with the performance of the speech recogniser, while the

experimental results shown in Section 3 are concerned with the

performance of his module and the semantic analyser, given

that both clearly influence the speech understanding process.

The dialogue manager implements the ‘intelligence’ of the

system. It uses the semantic representation provided by the

semantic analyser in the context of the dialogue and decides

the next system response, which is typically built containing

data extracted from a database (Db). The response can also be

concerned with the dialogue management, such as prompting

the user to confirm or rephrase the recognised sentence [13,32].

The response generator builds the system response,

typically as a text sentence that must be syntactic and

semantically correct [10,28]. To do so, it uses a set of patterns

that contain some parts fixed and some others variable to be

instantiated with the data extracted from the database. For

example, the pattern ‘hcompanyi hflight_idi leaves at

hdeparture_timei from gate hgate_idi’ can be used to generate

the sentence ‘American Airlines flight AA 1234 leaves at

18:30 h from gate B24’.

The speech synthesiser generates the system voice, using

either a text-to-speech (TTS) conversion in the case of

previously created text sentences [25], or playing pre-recorded

segments (words and sentences). The TTS conversion is

preferred when the vocabulary is very large, is unknown a

priori or changes frequently. The recorded segments are used in

small and fixed vocabulary applications since they generally

provide more intelligibility, although some current TTS

systems also provide excellent results.

The memory module supplies the dialogue context and

historic information to several modules of the system. The

semantic analyser uses contextual information to resolve
possible anaphoric references in the user sentence (e.g. in the

sentence ‘I want the first flight’, find the referent of ‘first’). The

dialogue manager uses the historic information as a record of

previous system and/or user actions, which can be useful to

make the system behaviour more intelligent. For example,

using this information the system can notice continuous

misunderstanding of the user sentence and thus transfer the

call to a human operator. The contextual information is also

very useful for the response generator since it can make the

system responses more human-like. Taking it into account the

system can decide the use of anaphora (pronouns instead of

nouns) and ellipsis (omission of unnecessary words) as humans

do when uttering sentences within a context.

In despite of the advances made in the last years in terms of

ASR and speech synthesis, spoken dialogue systems are still

restricted to well-known application domains that provide very

valuable knowledge about the words and sentences the users

may likely utter. For example, in the Air Travel Information

Service (ATIS) some likely words are airport and city names as

well as travel dates, types, duration and fares. The domain

knowledge is very important to create the system dictionary,

since a word not included in it (called Out-Of-Vocabulary

word) can never be recognised, and thus causes recognition

errors (it can be either changed by another acoustically similar

or discarded). The application domain also provides knowl-

edge about the task the system must carry out. For example,

this knowledge makes the system ask the user for the departure

city if only the destination city was provided in a query to travel

from one city to another.
1.1. Stochastic approach to ASR: acoustic and language

knowledge

Several approaches have been developed to face the ASR

problem, such as expert systems and artificial neural networks

[24]. This problem can be stated as follows: ‘find the sequence

of words uttered W, given a sequence of acoustic data A’. The

technique presented in this paper is concerned with the

stochastic approach, which is the one mostly used nowadays.

According to this approach, W is the word sequence with the

highest probability given the acoustic data, as shown in the

following expression:

W Zmax
W

PðWjAÞ (1)

Since it is not easy to calculate P(WjA), the Bayes rule is

used to ease the computation leading to the expression:

PðWjAÞZ
PðAjWÞPðWÞ

PðAÞ
(2)

Note that in this expression, the denominator is not

necessary to compute P(WjA) since it is independent of the

word sequence W. Thus, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows

W Zmax
W

PðAjWÞPðWÞ (3)

which is the fundamental equation in the stochastic approach

to the ASR problem. In this expression P(AjW) is called
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the acoustic model, while P(W) is called the language model.

The acoustic model represents knowledge about the pronuncia-

tion of speech units (e.g. phonemes). To model these units

current ASR systems mostly employ Hidden Markov Models

[11] which are trained for the speech units considered.

As said above, the domain knowledge is very important to

decide the sentences the ASR system must deal with. P(W)

represents these sentences. To set up this model, current ASR

systems typically use either linguistic knowledge in terms of

finite-state grammars, or statistical knowledge in terms of

probabilities of uttering words given previously uttered words.

In the first case, grammar rules indicate the possible sentences

that can be recognised. For instance, the JSGF (Java Speech

Grammar Format) grammar shown in Fig. 2 indicates that a

possible sentence is ‘please open the file and the window’.

In the case of using statistical knowledge, the ASR system

must find the probability of a sentence W that contains q words

(w1,.,wq). To do so it employs the following expression:

PðWÞZPðw1;w2;.;wqÞ

ZPðw1ÞPðw2jw1ÞPðw3jw1w2Þ/Pðwqjw1/wqK1Þ (4)

Since calculating this probability is very difficult in practice,

it is common to use histories of n words called n-grammars.

This way, the probability of a word wi is estimated taking into

account the n preceding words and assuming statistical

independence from the oldest part of the sentence. This

method is called Markov assumption and can be expressed

mathematically as follows:

Pðwijw1;w2;.;wiK1ÞZPðwijwiKnC1/wiK1Þ (5)

Generally nZ2, in which case the grammar is called bigram

or first-order Markov model, or nZ3, in which case it is called

trigram or second-order Markov model. If the grammar is a

bigram, computing the probability of a word wi only requires

considering the previous word, and thus the probability of a

sentence can be expressed as follows:

PðWÞZPðw1;w2;.;wqÞ

ZPðw1ÞPðw2jw1ÞPðw3jw2Þ.PðwqjwqK1Þ (6)

In order to get the knowledge for building the acoustic and

language models it is usual to use speech databases and

sentence corpora (in text format) concerned with the

application domain. The databases provide information about

the pronunciation of the basic speech units (e.g. phonemes),

which is used to train the acoustic models. The sentence
#JSGF v1.0
// Define the grammar name
grammar SimpleCommands;
// Define the rules
public <Command> = [<Polite>] <Action> <Object> (and <Object>)*;
<Action> = open | close | delete ;
<Object> = the window | the file;
<Polite> = please;

Fig. 2. JSGF grammar for ASR.
corpora provide information about the sentence types the

speech recogniser must deal with.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section

2 describes the structure of the proposed two-level speech

recogniser, and discusses how to set up association between the

prompts of a dialogue system and word-class pairs, which

represent linguistic knowledge. It also explains algorithmically

how to set up the procedure for analysing word graphs. Section

3 describes the corpora used in the experiments, and explains

the differences between the original input interface of the

experimental dialogue system, and a new interface, which is

implemented using the proposed speech recogniser. Exper-

imental results obtained with both interfaces for the so-called

in-context and out-of-context sentence analysis is presented,

and limitations of the proposed recogniser are discussed.

Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusions and shows some

possibilities for future work.

2. The two-level speech recogniser

In order to enhance ASR in spoken dialogue systems, many

systems recognise the user sentence using a grammar

associated with the current state of the dialogue. This state is

determined by the prompt generated by the system. This

approach to ASR is called based on prompt-dependent

grammars in this paper because each prompt decides the set

of sentences that can be recognised next. Visweswariah and

Prints [30] observe that when a user converses with a dialogue

system the state of the dialogue strongly influences the

responses expected from the user. Moreover, the prompts

generated by the system play an important role with respect to

the language model used to recognise the sentences. The

authors report that using knowledge about the dialogue state,

the word error rate can be reduced by about 9%. This approach

is appropriate in some cases (e.g. when the system restricts the

possible user sentences) but fails if the user utters sentences not

related to the current state, i.e. not permitted by the used

grammar. For example, if the system generates the prompt

‘Please say your telephone number’ and the user utters a

telephone number, the sentence can be correctly recognised.

However, if s/he utters a different sentence type (e.g. an

address) the recogniser output will be any of the possible

telephone numbers and the address will never be recognised.

Consequently, the user may feel uncomfortable using the

system, as s/he may perceive that any deviation from the

system prompts provokes the system malfunction.

As an attempt to solve this problem, some systems follow a

different approach based on using a unique grammar to recognise

any sentence uttered by the user, independent of the current

prompt. We call this type of grammar G-grammar in this paper. A

drawback of this approach is that this grammar tends to be much

more perplex than the prompt-dependent grammars, and the

vocabulary tends to be notably greater, which tends to increase

the recognition errors. The technique presented in this paper

combines the advantages of both approaches using a new type of

speech recogniser, which we call two-level speech recogniser.

This recogniser uses on the one hand a G-grammar to allow
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recognising, in theory, any kind of sentence permitted in the

application domain, independent of the current prompt generated

by the system. This feature enables that the user can utter any kind

of sentence at any time in the dialogue, since all the possible

sentences considered in the application domain are permitted by

the G-grammar. For example, in the ATIS domain a user could

answer the system prompt ‘Destination city?’ with the sentence ‘I

will leave on Sunday’, and the prompt ‘Did you say you want to

fly to Rome?’ with the sentence ‘I said I want to fly to Bonn’. On

the other hand, in order to enhance the word recognition rate, the

technique we propose uses information about the current dialogue

state to favour recognising the most likely words given the state,

without discarding other less likely words. Hence, if the prompt is

‘Destination city?’ the technique favours recognising sentences

such as ‘The destination city is Rome’ and ‘I must fly to Madrid’,

while if it is ‘Did you way say you want to fly to Rome?’ the

technique favours recognising sentences such as ‘Yes, that’s

correct’, ‘Yeah, it’s right’ and ‘Sure, that’s it’. The method to

empower recognising the most likely sentences given a dialogue

state is described in Section 2.2.

The structure of the two-level speech recogniser is shown in

Fig. 3. The first module of the recogniser is a standard speech

recogniser that receives the voice signal from the user sentence

and produces as output a graph of words (GW). To do so it uses

previously trained acoustic models (AM) from a speech

database, language models (LM) (concretely word bigrams)

compiled from a sentence corpus regarding an application

domain (e.g. ATIS), and the application dictionary (i.e. set of

words that can be recognised).

A GW is a network constituted of a set of nodes and a set of

arcs, in which the nodes represent words and the arcs represent

transitions between words. Fig. 4 shows a simple GW that

allows recognising the sentences ‘two small beers’ and ‘three

small beers’ in the fast food application domain, which is

considered in the experiments. This GW has eight nodes: two
a = -1314.93
l = -5.380

a = -2018.05
l = -3.400

0 1

start

2

two

3

three

4

sma

a = -2222.8
l = -5.370

a = -2423.5
l = -10.530

!NULL

a = -3045.73
l = -0.000

Fig. 4. Simple gra
null, start and final, and four for the words ‘two’, ‘three’,

‘small’ and ‘beers’. Each arc has an acoustic probability (called

‘a’ in Fig. 4) and a language probability (called ‘l’ in the

figure). Both probabilities are provided by the standard speech

recogniser and used by the technique we propose (parameters

pa and pl in Fig. 5) to compute the transition probability as the

sum of both probabilities.

The second module of the two-level speech recogniser is

called GW-analyser. It receives the GW generated by the first

module, analyses it and outputs a recognised sentence

according to the highest probability path in the GW. The

analysis is carried out using three parameters: set of all

the word-classes considered (K), current prompt type of the

dialogue system (Ti) and probability increment (p). The latter is

used to increment the transition probabilities in the GW

following the procedure explained in Section 2.2.
2.1. Setup of associations between prompt types and sets

of word-class pairs

The technique presented in this paper proposes to create a U

set comprised of associations between prompt types Ti of a

dialogue system and linguistic knowledge in the form of sets of

word-class pairs Ci:

UZ fTi;Cig; iZ 1;.; n

A set of word-class pairs Ci is defined as CiZ(Wm, Wn),

where Wm and Wn are word-classes as for example numbers

(‘zero’, ‘one’, ‘two’, etc.), street names (‘Elm’, ‘Arlington’,

etc.) and city names (‘New York’, ‘Boston’, etc.). The prompt

types are known a priori and the sets of word-class pairs, which

are initially empty, are created according to the following

procedure carried out in three phases. In the first, a corpus of

user-system dialogues regarding the application domain is

analysed to know the sentence types Fi the users utter to answer

the prompt types Ti, and associate each Fi to its corresponding

Ti. For example, a dialogue system designed for the fast food

domain may generate the prompt types: T1Z‘Product order’

(e.g. ‘What would you like to order?’), T2Z‘Telephone

number’ (e.g. ‘Please say your telephone number’), T3Z
‘Address’ (e.g. ‘What is your address?’) and T4Z‘Confir-

mation’ (e.g. ‘Did you say a ham sandwich?’), among others.

In response to these prompt types the users (restaurant clients)

may utter the following sentence types: F1Z‘Fast food orders’

(e.g. ‘I want a ham sandwich’), F2Z‘Telephone numbers’
ll
5

beers
6

final

4

a = -2547.64
l = -6.780

7

!NULL
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l = -1034.83

a = -0.00
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(e.g. ‘9 5 8 1 2 3 4 5 6’), F3Z‘User addresses’ (e.g. ‘Arlington

road, 54’) and F4Z‘Confirmations’ (e.g. ‘Yes’). Then, in the

first phase F1 is associated with T1, F2 with T2 and so on.

In the second phase, the sentences of each sentence type Fi

are analysed to know the words that are really necessary to

obtain the sentence meanings (usually called keywords) and

group them into word-classes W1, W2, W3,. For example, in

the fast food domain it would be possible to create the

following six word-classes: W1: AMOUNTZ{‘a’, ‘one’,

‘two’, ‘three’, ‘four’, .}, W2: FOODZ{‘sandwich’, ‘sand-

wiches’, ‘cake’, ‘cakes’, ‘salad’, ‘salads’, .}, W3: INGRE-

DIENTZ{‘ham’, ‘cheese’, ‘bacon’, ‘chocolate’, .}, W4:

DRINKZ{‘water’, ‘beer’, ‘beers’, ‘wine’, ‘cola’, ‘colas’,

‘milkshake’, ‘milkshakes’, .}, W5: SIZEZ{‘small’, ‘big’,

‘medium’, .} and W6: TASTEZ{‘orange’, ‘lemon’, ‘apple’,

‘chocolate’, .}.

The third phase is carried out in two steps. In the first, each

sentence U of type Fi is analysed and transformed to a sentence

U 0 in which every keyword is substituted by the word-class that

contains2 the keyword. In the second step each U 0 is analysed

and a pair (Wm, Wn) is created with each word-class pair that

appears consecutively in U 0. Each created pair is added to the

set Ci associated with the prompt type Ti (if it is not yet

included). For example, let us suppose a dialogue system

designed for the fast food domain generates a prompt of type

T1Z‘Product order’ (e.g. ‘What would you like to have?’) and

that sentences of type F1 are the following: ‘please one ham

sandwich’, ‘two small beers’ and ‘a chocolate milkshake’. C1 is

the set of word-class pairs to create from these sentences. Thus,

taking into account the sample word-classes shown above, the

three sentences are transformed obtaining the following:

‘please AMOUNT INGREDIENT FOOD’, ‘AMOUNT SIZE

DRINK’, ‘AMOUNT INGREDIENT DRINK’ and ‘AMOUNT

TASTE DRINK’3. The set of word-class pairs obtained is

C1Z{ (AMOUNT, INGREDIENT), (INGREDIENT, FOOD),

(AMOUNT, SIZE), (SIZE, DRINK), (AMOUNT, INGREDI-

ENT), (INGREDIENT, DRINK), (AMOUNT, TASTE),

(TASTE, DRINK) }.
2.2. Procedure for analysing graphs of words

The procedure for analysing GWs can be described

algorithmically as shown in Fig. 5. The idea is to increment

the probabilities of the most likely sentences taking into

account the prompt type after which each sentence is uttered by

the user. For example, if the system prompts for the telephone

number it is very likely the user utters a telephone number. In

this case the procedure increases the transition probabilities

between words in the word-class NUMBER (e.g. ‘zero’, ‘one’,

‘two’, etc.) if they are found in the GW generated from the user
2 If a keyword is in several word-classes (e.g. the keyword ‘chocolate’ is in

W3 and W6) then several U’s are obtained from the same U, using a different

word-class to create each U’.
3 The sentences ‘AMOUNT INGREDIENT FOOD’ and ‘AMOUNT TASTE

DRINK’ are created because the ‘chocolate’ keyword is in two word-classes

(INGREDIENT and TASTE).
response. The GW-analyser uses the p parameter to increment

the probability of the transition wS/wE if the word-class pair

(Wm, Wn)
4 is in the Ci set associated with the prompt type Ti.

For example, if the system generates the prompt type T1Z
‘Product order’ and in the analysis of the GW obtained from the

recognised sentence uttered to answer this prompt the GW-

analyser finds the transition ‘one’/‘ham’, then the probability

of this transition is incremented by the value of the p parameter,

given that ‘one’ is in AMOUNT, ‘ham’ is in INGREDIENT

and (AMOUNT, INGREDIENT) is in C1.
3. Experiments

The goal of the experiments is to evaluate the performance

of a new input interface that uses the two-level speech

recogniser. This interface is setup in the SAPLEN dialogue

system, previously developed in our lab to deal with Spanish

telephone-based orders and queries of fast food restaurants’

clients [16]. This interface consists of the two-level speech

recogniser and the same semantic analyser used in the original

input interface of the system. The first module of the two-level

speech recogniser (see Fig. 3) is the same HTK-based speech

recogniser [33] used in the original interface, but slightly

modified to generate as output GWs instead of recognised

sentences.

The second module is a GW-analyser that works as

explained in Section 2.2. The evaluation is carried out

using two metrics: word accuracy (WA) and sentence

understanding (SU) [15,22]. WA is calculated as follows:

WAZ ðwtKwiKwsKwdÞ=wt, where wt is the total number of

words in the input sentences, whereas wi, ws and wd are the

number of words inserted, substituted and deleted by the

recogniser, respectively, due to recognition errors. SU is

calculated as SUZSu/St, where Su is the number of input

sentences correctly analysed by the semantic analyser, and St is

the total number of sentences.
3.1. Description of the corpora used in the experiments

In order to develop the SAPLEN system, we previously

collected a dialogue corpus in a fast food restaurant that

contains about 800 recorded dialogues in Spanish regarding

telephone conversations between clients and restaurant

assistants. These dialogues contain product orders, telephone

numbers, post-codes, addresses, queries, confirmations, greet-

ings and other types of sentence. In order to be used for

previous work e.g. [16–18], the dialogues were transcribed and

analysed to include tags regarding the speakers, sentence types,

pragmatic function of sentences and other kind of information

[9]. To obtain the experimental results presented in this paper

we created two corpora of spoken sentences, one for training

and another for testing, selecting at random 5250 client
4 (Wm, Wn) is any word-class pair in Ci verifying that wS is in Wm and wE is in

Wn.



Table 1

Sentence types used in the experiments

Type Sentence description No. of sentences

F1 Product order 500

F2 Telephone number 500

F3 Post-code 500

F4 Address 500

F5 Query 250

F6 Confirmation 250

F7 Amount 250

F8 Food name 250

F9 Ingredient 250

F10 Drink name 250

F11 Size 250

F12 Taste 250

F13 Temperature 250

F14 Street name 250

F15 Building number 250

F16 Apartment floor 250

F17 Apartment letter 250

Table 3

Sample sets of word-class pairs (translated from Spanish to English)

Pair set Pair set description

C1 (Number, indredient)

(Ingredient, food)

(Number, ingredient)

(Number, drink)

(Number, size)

(Number, taste)

(Taste, size)

(Size, taste)

(Taste, temperature)

(Size, temperature)

C2 (Number, number)

C3 (Number, number)

C4 (Address_name, address_type)

(Address_type, number)

(Number, building_floor)

(Building_floor, appartment_ letter)
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sentences among the 17 sentence types shown in Table 1. No

training sentences were included in the test corpus.

The test corpus was used to evaluate both the original and

the new input interface of the SAPLEN system. It contains

1000 spoken sentences, 250 of each of the first four sentence

types shown in Table 1 (i.e. 250 product orders, 250 telephone

numbers, 250 post-codes and 250 addresses). The training

corpus was used to create the U set of associations between

prompt types Ti and word-class pairs Ci used by the new input

interface (following the procedure described in Section 2.1).

This corpus contains 4250 spoken sentences, 250 sentences of

each type shown in Table 1.

We also included in both corpora the orthographic

transcriptions (sentences in text format) corresponding to the

spoken sentences, as well as their corresponding semantic

representations (frames). The word-classes for the words in

these sentences were created for the previous work, analysing

manually the orthographic transcriptions. Table 2 sets out some

of the word-classes obtained (translated from Spanish to

English). Using the orthographic transcriptions we compiled a

G-grammar (word bigram) that was used by the two-level

speech recogniser to obtain the recognised sentences.
Table 2

Examples of word-classes

Word-class Different words in

word-class

Sample words

Number 103 Fourteen, twenty, .
Food_name 6 Sandwich, cake, .
Ingredient 28 Ham, cheese, .
Drink_name 16 Beer, wine, .
Size 6 Small, large, .
Taste 6 Orange, lemon, .
Temperature 6 Cold, hot, .
Address_ type 5 Street, square, .
Street_name 324 Elm, Melrose, .
Building_floor 20 First, second, .
Apartment_ letter 28 a, b, c, d, e, .
To create the U set the 4250 training sentences were

automatically analysed using the word-classes. As result of the

analysis, for each set Fi in Table 1 we obtained a set Ci that we

associated with the corresponding prompt type Ti the SAPLEN

system generates. Table 3 shows some sample sets of word-

class pairs, while Table 4 sets out sample associations of

prompt types and sets of word-class pairs (translated from

Spanish to English).

The first four sentence types shown in Table 1 were also

used to create four word bigrams to evaluate the original input

interface of the system. Each bigram was compiled from half of

the sentences of each type (i.e. a bigram was compiled from

250 product orders, other from 250 telephone numbers, etc.)

while the other half was used for testing.
3.2. Differences between the original and the new input

interface

The original input interface of the SAPLEN system was

designed to use 17 prompt-dependent grammars for ASR (word

bigrams). Each grammar was compiled using a particular

sentence type (e.g. a grammar was compiled using product

orders, other using telephone numbers, etc.). Taking into

account the current dialogue state, the system dialogue

manager uses the parameter prompt_T to decide the bigram

to use for recognising each sentence. For example, when the

system generates the prompt ‘Please say your telephone

number’, the dialogue manager sets prompt_TZ‘Telephone

number’ and then the speech recogniser uses the grammar

compiled from telephone numbers.
Table 4

Sample associations of prompt types (Ti) and sets of word-class pairs (Ci)

Ti Ci Sample sentence

T1ZProduct order C1 A ham sandwich

T2ZTelephone number C2 9 5 8 1 3 2 4 1 5

T3ZPost-code C3 1 8 0 1 4

T4ZAddress C4 Elm street 23 first a



Table 5

Average WA and SU results using prompt-dependent grammars

Sentence type Fi Prompt type Ti WA SU

Product order Product order 93.39 94.36

Telephone number 0.1 0

Confirmation K0.13 0

Telephone number Telephone number 94.36 92.61

Post-code K37.3 0

Confirmation K0.33 0

Post-code Post-code 94.82 91.49

Address K0.5 0

Confirmation K0.15 0

Address Address 96.3 85.66

Post-code K0.03 0

Confirmation K0.21 0
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The new input interface uses a G-grammar instead of

several prompt-dependent grammars, and three parameters

instead of just one: (i) sentence_T 5 to indicate the sentence

type to analyse, (ii) prompt_T to indicate the prompt type

supposedly generated by the system given that the input

interface analyses a sentence of type sentence_T, and (iii)

probability increment (p) to indicate how much the GW-

analyser must increment transition probabilities during the GW

analysis. This parameter allows evaluating the effect of the

proposed technique in the sentence analysis. If pZ0 the

knowledge concerned with the word-class pairs is not used in

the GW analysis. In this case, the GW-analyser behaves just

like a standard Viterbi recogniser [24]. On the contrary, when

pO0 the GW transitions are incremented following the

procedure described in Section 2.2. We tested several values

for this parameter (0, 1, 2, 3, .) until noticeable differences in

the experimental results were obtained (19 values were tested

in total).
3.3. Experimental results
Table 6

Average WA and SU results for the two-level speech recogniser (in-context

sentence analysis)

p WA SU

0 88.57 83.43

1 88.97 83.75

2 89.45 84.53

3 89.82 85.09

4 90.22 85.60

5 90.54 85.95

6 90.87 86.34

7 91.16 86.60

8 91.39 86.83

9 91.61 86.85

10 91.89 87.17

11 92.19 87.41

12 92.42 87.50

13 92.66 87.62

14 92.37 87.19
3.3.1. Prompt-dependent grammars

First, we tested the original input interface of the SAPLEN

system. Table 5 sets out the average WA and SU results

obtained when the product orders, telephone numbers, post-

codes and addresses in the test corpus (1000 sentences in total)

were in-context analysed (i.e. the sentence type Fi was the

same as the prompt type Ti) and out-of-context analysed (i.e.

the sentence type was different to the prompt type). In the out-

of-context analysis the sentences were analysed using a

grammar compiled from a different sentence type (e.g. product

orders were analysed using a grammar compiled from

telephone numbers).

As can be observed in the table, the performance of the input

interface is acceptable when it analysed sentences in-context.

However, the performance is totally unacceptable for the out-

of-context analysis since the sentences were not correctly
5 This parameter is only used in the experiments since in real dialogues it is

not possible to be certain, a priori, about the sentence type the system will

analyse at every dialogue state, given the wide range of potential users.
recognised and consequently were not understood. Almost all

WA scores are even negative due to the high rate of insertion

recognition errors. The outputs of the HTK-based recogniser

were the sentences permitted by the used grammar. Hence, if

for example the grammar was compiled from telephone

numbers, the outputs were telephone numbers independent of

the sentence types analysed.
3.3.2. Two-level recogniser for in-context analysis

Second, we tested the performance of the new input

interface when the sentences in the test corpus were in-context

analysed, considering the 19 values of the p parameter. Table 6

sets out the average WA and SU results obtained.

It can be observed that the lowest results were obtained

when pZ0 since in this case the transition probabilities in the

GWs were not incremented, and then the knowledge provided

by the word-class pairs was not used. The results increase with

the value of p until pZ13, and from this point they decrease.

Thus, 13 is the best value of the parameter for the sentence

corpus used. When p!13 the GW-analyser did not get enough

benefit from the knowledge provided by the word-class pairs.

This fact is easily observed from the trace files generated when

the sentences were analysed, as there were many word

substitutions in the recognition process. For example, the

word ‘sı́’ (‘yes’) was often substituted by the words ‘seis’

(‘six’) or ‘sin’ (‘without’), the word ‘veintitrés’ (‘twenty

three’) was often substituted by the words ‘verde tres’ (‘green

three’), the word ‘cero’ (‘zero’) was often substituted by the

word ‘pero’ (‘but’), etc. These substitutions occurred because

the words sound very similarly in Spanish and the p parameter

had a value that was not high enough as to correct the wrong

transitions in the GWs.

On the contrary, when pO13 the GW-analyser incremented

excessively the probability transitions in the GWs, causing a
15 92.03 86.74

16 91.75 86.38

17 91.35 85.59

18 91.05 85.24



Table 8

Average WA and SU results for the two-level speech recogniser (out-of-context

sentence analysis)

p WA SU

0 89.21 78.27

1 89.19 78.27

2 89.18 78.27

3 89.17 78.22

4 89.17 78.17

5 89.16 78.13

6 89.13 78.12

7 89.08 78.09
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distortion in the analysis. The trace files show there were many

word insertions, which tended to follow the syntactic structure

of the word-class pairs. Also, meaningless words (that were not

included in the word-classes) were often substituted by

keywords (that were included). For example, in many

occasions the word ‘pero’ (‘but’) which is not a keyword was

substituted by the word ‘queso’ (‘cheese’) which is a keyword.

When the best performance was achieved (pZ13) the

technique we propose allowed incrementing WA by 4.09%

absolute, from 88.57 (pZ0) to 92.66% (pZ13), and SU by

4.19 absolute, from 83.43 (pZ0) to 87.62% (pZ13).

8 89.07 78.08

9 89.06 78.08

10 89.03 77.95

11 88.97 77.95

12 88.91 77.70

13 88.90 77.42

14 88.89 77.32

15 88.80 77.13

16 88.72 77.09

17 88.64 76.85

18 88.55 76.53
3.3.3. Two-level speech recogniser for out-of-context analysis

Finally, we assessed the performance of the new input

interface for the eight cases of out-of-context sentence analysis

shown in Table 7, which may occur in real dialogues when the

users try to correct system errors. Following the dialogue

strategy implemented in the dialogue manager, the SAPLEN

system initially prompts the user to order products, then

prompts for his/her telephone number and finally (if the

telephone number is not in the user database) prompts for his/

her post-code and address. After obtaining each data item, the

system generates an explicit confirmation if has low confidence

on the data recognition (e.g. ‘Did you say your telephone

number is 9 5 8 1 2 3 4 5 6?’), and includes an implicit

confirmation in the prompt to get the following data item if the

previous item was not explicitly confirmed (e.g. ‘Ok, telephone

number 9 5 8 1 2 3 4 5 6. What is your post-code?’). Taking into

account this dialogue strategy, it is possible the system

misunderstands the order and the user tries to correct the

error, rephrasing the order (e.g. ‘I said a ham sandwich’) when

the system prompts for a yes/no confirmation (case 2 in

Table 7). Similarly, the system may misunderstand the

telephone number and the user may try to correct the error,

rephrasing the telephone number (e.g. ‘I said my telephone

number is 9 5 8 1 2 3 4 5 6’) when the system prompts for the

post-code (case 3 in Table 7).

For the out-of-context sentence analysis, the output of the

original speech recogniser of the SAPLEN system is

completely wrong. However, using the two-level speech

recogniser many sentences are correctly analysed. Table 8

shows the average WA and SU results obtained for the eight

out-of-context analysis types and the 19 values of the p

parameter considered.
Table 7

Cases of out-of-context sentence analysis

Case Sentence type Fi Prompt type Ti

1 Product order Telephone number

2 Product order Confirmation

3 Telephone number Post-code

4 Telephone number Confirmation

5 Post-code Address

6 Post-code Confirmation

7 Address Post-code

8 Address Confirmation
It can be observed that the trend is different to the one

observed for the in-context analysis (Table 6), as the best WA

and SU scores were achieved when pZ0 and they decrease

slightly as p increases. The reason is that in all the out-of-

context cases studied but in the third one, the GW-analyser

incremented the probabilities of wrong transitions. For

example, in the first case it incremented the probabilities of

transitions between numbers instead of incrementing the

probabilities of the transitions between ingredients and food

names. On the contrary, in the third case it incremented the

probabilities of right transitions (between numbers) given that

the C3 set (see Tables 3 and 4) used for the ‘post-code’ prompt

includes the word-class pair (NUMBER, NUMBER). Thus, in

this out-of-context case sentences were analysed just like if

they were in-context analysed.

In real dialogues it is not possible to know in advance

whether a sentence would be either in-context or out-of-context

analysed as it depends on the user behaviour. However, it is

reasonable assuming that users may follow the system

indications most of the times (e.g. they may utter a telephone

number if the system prompts for a telephone number) and may

behave differently occasionally (e.g. when they try to correct

system errors). From this assumption and the in-context

experimental results shown in Table 6 follows that the

technique proposed is this paper should be used with pZ13,

for both in-context and out-of-context sentence analysis.

To compare the results obtained for both input interfaces,

Table 9 shows the average WA and SU results obtained when

pZ13 for the same eight cases of out-of-context analysis

considered (shown in Table 7), as well as the average results

obtained for the in-context analysis of the first four sentence

types shown in Table 1 (product orders, telephone numbers,

post-codes and addresses).

As can be observed, the best results were obtained for the in-

context analysis given that in the out-of-context analysis some



Table 9

Average WA and SU results for the two-level speech recogniser in both in-

context and out-of-context sentence analysis (pZ13)

Sentence type Fi Prompt type Ti WA SU

Product order Product order 90.48 88.88

Telephone number 87.9 80.42

Confirmation 84.67 79.23

Telephone number Telephone number 93.57 87.7

Post-code 93.57 87.7

Confirmation 91.86 80.17

Post-code Post-code 94.12 89.32

Address 91.4 77.79

Confirmation 91.62 77.9

Address Address 92.49 84.6

Post-code 85.61 68.29

Confirmation 84.62 67.9
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transitions in the GWs were wrongly incremented. Although

the results obtained for the out-of-context analysis were not

excellent, they are much better than those obtained when the

prompt-dependent grammars were used for this kind of

analysis (compare Tables 5 and 9).
3.4. Limitations of the technique proposed in this paper

A major limitation of the technique we present in this paper

is that the word-class pairs can only capture the short-distance

context dependency within a 2-word window. However, many

of the context dependencies in natural language occur beyond

such a window [27]. Another disadvantage is that these pairs do

not take into account the relationships between particular

words in the word-classes, which can be very important for

languages that have gender and number correspondences. For

example, let us suppose the words ‘one’ and ‘two’ are in the

word-class AMOUNT. The word-class pairs mapped to the

prompt type T1Z‘Product order’ can be used to increase

the transition probabilities of the sentence ‘one ham

sandwiches’, which is grammatically incorrect as number

correspondence is not observed. Such linguistic knowledge

concerning correspondence would be very useful to reduce

word error rate in ASR. Finally, the technique does not

consider any knowledge to filter out sentences that have no

meaning in the domain. For example, the sentences ‘one

chocolate sandwich’ and ‘one ham cake’ have no meaning in

the domain as these products do not exist in the system

database. As the current setup does not take into account

semantic knowledge, the two-level speech recogniser incre-

ments the transition probabilities of these wrong sentences.
4. Conclusions and future work

The experimental results show that the technique proposed

in this paper enhances notably the performance of the new

input interface of the SAPLEN system, which uses a

G-grammar and the two-level speech recogniser. They also

show the knowledge concerning word-classes is very important

when analysing GWs and the value of the p parameter clearly
influences the analysis. Table 6 shows that for the in-context

analysis the average WA and SU scores increase as the value of

p increases, since the GW-analyser increments transition

probabilities correctly. However, an excessive value (greater

than 13 for the sentence corpus used) causes a distortion in the

GWs analysis that provokes a performance reduction. Table 8

shows that for the out-of-context analysis the trend is different.

Average WA and SU scores decrease as the value of p

increases since the GW-analyser increments transition prob-

abilities incorrectly (except for the third out-of-context case).

A comparison of the out-of-context results presented in

Tables 5 and 9 show that when the two-level speech recogniser

carries out the out-of-context analysis using the best p value for

the in-context analysis (pZ13), WA increments by 93.71%

absolute, from K4.81 (Table 5) to 88.90% (Table 9), and SU

increments by 77.42% absolute, from 0 (Table 5) to 77.42%

(Table 9). In other words, the technique allows the system to

understand correctly approximately 8 out of 10 sentences out-

of-context analysed.

The price to pay for this clear enhancement in the out-of-

context analysis is a little reduction in the scores for the

in-context analysis, as can be observed when comparing the

in-context results set out in Tables 5 and 9. This comparison

shows that when the two-level speech recogniser carries out

the in-context analysis using pZ13, WA decrements by

2.05% absolute, from 94.71 (Table 5) to 92.66% (Table 9),

and SU decrements by 3.41% absolute, from 91.03 (Table 5)

to 87.62% (Table 9). These results indicate that if the users

of the dialogue system would always answer the prompts

with the appropriate sentence types, it would be preferable

to use the original input interface. However, we cannot

assume this user behaviour in real dialogues since

inexperienced users may utter sentences not permitted by

the prompt-dependent grammars (e.g. when they try to

correct system errors), causing the system malfunction.

Hence the proposed technique should be used to allow the

analysis of these sentences.

The future work includes studying alternative ways to

enhance the procedure used to increment the transition

probabilities in the GWs. Using word-class pairs eases the

procedure but enables that occasionally the probabilities of

some transitions get wrongly incremented. In order to avoid

this problem, it would be possible to include syntactic and

semantic rules to decide whether to increment probabilities.

For example, a syntactic rule would suggest not to increment

the probability of the transition ‘dos’/‘bocadillo’ (‘two’/
‘sandwich’) because the number correspondence between both

words is not observed, and a semantic rule would indicate not

incrementing the probability of the transition ‘cerveza’/
‘tinto’ (‘red’/‘beer’) because the product ‘red beer’ does not

have meaning in the application domain as it does not exist in

the product database of the system. However, semantic rules

would be domain-dependent and then should be adapted if the

system application is changed to deal with travel information,

weather forecasts or other domains with different sentence

types.
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